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INTRODUCTION 
CompoBite materialB in the form of fiber-reinforced matrix materialB as, for 
example, graphite-epoxy, are being increaBingly uBed in critic al BtructureB and Btruc-
tural componentB becaUBe of their high Btrength-to-weight ratio. In order to aB-
BeBB the integri ty of theBe BtructureB, it iB neceBBary to employ Bui table methodB 
for quantitative nondeBtructive evaluation (NOE). One Buch method UBeB electromag-
neticB (eddy-currentB) , but the problem iB that compoBite materialB are inherently 
aniBotropic, which meanB that much of the clasBical eddy-current technology and de-
Bign procedureB are not applicable. In thiB paper we compute fieldB by applying a rig-
orOUB model of electromagnetic interactionB with graphite-epoxy compoBiteB, which is 
based on a continuum approach. In thiB approach the graphite fiberB produce a macro-
scopic conductivity tenBor that haB different conductivitieB in the directions paral-
leI and tranBverBe to the fiberB. 
In [1] we deBcribed a method for computing electromagnetic fieldB within com-
pOBi te media, which iB based on a matrix form of Maxwell' B equationB in Fourier spac e . 
By uBing thiB approach we computed the tenBor Green' B function for a plane-parallel 
Blab of graphite-epoxy. With the Green 's tensor in hand, we Bhowed how one can com-
pute the :UeldB interior to the Blab, due to abritrary Bources of excitation; we gave 
as an example the field due to an infinite current sheet parallel to the Blab. In [2] 
we extended the computationB to include the fieldB due to planar, circular current-
100pB that are also parallel to the slab. TheBe reBultB Bimulate Bome of the effects 
ona might encounter when dealing with circular COilB in the presence of a compoBite 
Blab. 
The fundamental relationBhip between the field at level z, due to an impressed 
current source at Zi, is, in Fourier-transform Bpace, (k"" k,,): 
:: f ~ I ~(i) I I 
e(k"" k", z) = G(k"" k", Zj Z)'1 (k"" k", Z )dz , 
~ 
(1) 
where ~(k"" k", z) iB the tranBform of the tranBverse field vector at z, G(k", , k", Zj ZI) is 
the tranBform of the Green' s tenBor, with Bource point at ZI and field point at z, and 
=(i) j (k"" k", ZI) is the transform of the transverBe components of the impressed current 
=(i) 
Bource at ZI. The computation of j (k"" kll , ZI) for circular current BheetB iB diBcuBBed 
in Appendix C of [2]. 
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COMPUTATION OF FIELDS WITHIN THE SLAB 
-
_ N 
When G and J are substituted into (1), we obtain the transverse Fourier trans-
form of the transverse field vector at any level, z, within the slab. Then, upon tak-
ing the inverse Fourier transform, say by using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algo-
rithm, we get the fields in physical space, at level z. We have done this for a number 
of circular current distributions, including a filamentary loop, and have found that 
the results are qualitatively similar in a11 cases; hence, we wi11 display results of 
the filamentary loop, only. The frequency of exci tation is 106 Hz, and the para11el 
and transverse conductivities are, respectively, O'p = 2 X 10' S/m, O't = 100 S/m. 
Hence, the anisotropy ratio is 200. The slab thickness is 1. 27 cm (0.6 inches), and 
the current loop is 2.64 mm (0.1 inch) above the slab. The radius of the current loop 
is 0.6 inch (1.27 cm). 
Before going into the anisotropic problem, we i11ustrate in Figure 1 the field 
induced into an isotropic medium (with a conductivity of 2 x 10' S/m) at a depth of 0.06 
inch (O .127 cm). The isotropic nature of the response is clearly apparent; ii we were 
to look vertica11y downward we would see a circular response region. Each pixel is a 
square, whose side is 0.06 inch. Thus, the response region has a diameter of about 1. O 
inch, which is the diameter of the current loop. Therefore, the result agrees with our 
intuition. 
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Fig. 1 Field induced into isotropic slab by a circular current loop. Left-hand 
column: realpart; right-hand: imaginarypart. Toprow: x-component; bottom: y-
component. (Same arrangement for Figs. 2, 3) 
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The situation in an anisotropic material is changed dramatically. however. In 
this case the fibers will 'guide' the field. so that it will die out much less rapidly 
in the x-direction (along the fibers) than in the v-direction . This is illustrated 
quite clearly in Figure 2, where the complex values of the x- and y-components of the 
electric field at a depth of 0.05 inch are shown. The response region in this fig-
ure is highly elongated in the x-direction, when viewed from directly above. The x-
component of the induced electric current field is obtained by multiplying the x-
component of the electric field by up • which is equal to 2x 104 S/m. and the y-component 
of the current is given by the product of the y-component of electric field with Ut 
(100 S/m). Therefore. the eddy-currents do not flow in the usual circular paths of 
an unbounded isotropic medium, as suggested by Figure 1, but. rather. flow in highly 
elongated quasi-elliptical paths. The degree of eccentricity of the paths depends 
upon the degree of anisotropy, as measured by the ratio. up/Ut. 
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Fig. 2 Field induced into composite (anisotropic) slab by a circular current loop. 
Depth = 0.05 inch. 
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In many applications it is important to know how rapidly the induced field dies 
out with depth into the slab. In an anisotropic medium there is no unique skin-depth, 
because the conductivity varies with direction of the electric field. Therefore, the 
problem must be handled numerically in most cases. We present in Figure 3 model calcu-
lations of the induced electric field at a depth of 0.4 inch within the slab, under the 
same conditions as above. Upon comparing this figure with Figure 2, we draw the fol-
lowing conclusions: the field magnitude is reduced by about an order-of-magnitude, 
the field is much more spread out in the y-direction and is very uniform in the x-
direction. These results are consistent with the notion of diffusion in isotropic me-
dia; they are an obvious manifestation of the filtering-out of the higher spatial fre-
quencies, k"" k", wi th depth, and the crowding of the spatial-frequency spectrum to-
ward the origin. In addition, we note that the x-component of the electric field dies 
out much more rapidly with depth than does the y-component . This is due to the fact 
that in the principal axis coordinate system the x-components 'sees' a much larger 
conducti vi ty, up ' than does the y-component. This supports our statement that there 
is no unique skin-depth in a single layer of graphite-epoxy. 
Model computations of the type presented here can be very useful in setting up 
eddy-current experiments in graphi te-epoxy and interpreting the resul ts . 
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Fig . 3 Field induced into composite (anisotropic) slab by a circular current loop. 
Depth • 0.40 inch. 
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